
 



  



  



  

KEI-KA-TEI 

COMPANY THREE STAR 

COOKIES

THREE STAR COOKIES ,  yen
THREE STAR COOKIES are the most popular of all the sweets in our shop.  
We offer three great tastes in one box!  You   these delicious cookies   

 three   should   with  try   covered  kinds of cream and chocolate.  
Caramel cream with milk chocolate,  melon cream with white chocolate  

and cheese cream with black chocolate.
Hello, we are KEI-KA-TEI COMPANY.
KEI-KA-TEI COMPANY was established in  in Hokkaido.  We have 
made various kinds of sweets with fruits or vegetables grown in Hokkaido.  
Our sweets make everyone happy.  Why don t you take  a break and 
enjoy our sweets?
Don’t Miss the Sale!
We will have a sale from February th to February th.  You don t have to 
pay for shipping during the sale.  Also, you will get % off if you buy two or 
more.  The expiration date of our sweets is long, so you can buy a lot.  Don t 
miss it!

REVIEWS THREE STAR COOKIES

Eri female
This is my grandmother s favorite.  We traveled to Hokkaido five years ago 
and visited KEI-KA-TEI to enjoy some sweets in the cafe.  My 
grandmother loved your sweets, so we have be  to your shop and cafe in 
Hokkaido many times since then.  But we couldn t travel recently.  Last 
Sunday was my grandmother s birthday, so I bought THREE STAR 
COOKIES for her birthday.  This morning she sent me an e-mail with a 
picture.  In the picture, she is smiling   her hand   in   of   

 THREE STAR COOKIES  the box   with .  She looks very happy.  

Ponzu female
THREE STAR COOKIES are more delicious than any other cookie.  In 
fact, all of my friends love them.  But I have one thing to say.  I don t like 
the box.  Of course, the box made of plastic is strong enough and it looks 
great.  But it isn t good for the environment.  I hope they will sell them in 
a paper box.

Tetsu male
I bought THREE STAR COOKIES during this sale.  I    at   get   to  

 happy  them  was  a lower price.  Three months ago, I get  them 
for some of my friends as a present but I didn t eat them.  They told me the 
cookies were delicious, so I bought some for myself.  They were so good that 
I couldn t stop eat  them.  How I love THREE STAR COOKIES!

 caramel  shipping  

expiration date  in fact  plastic
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Aki

Billy
Aki  Hi, Billy.  You look happy.  Do you have some good news?
Billy   Hi, Aki.  Yes.  Actually, I have a new friend!
Aki   Really?  Is your new friend on the basketball team?  You are a member 

of it, right?
Billy   Yes, I practice on the basketball team after school every day, and I have 

made a lot of friends.  But I don t mean those friends.  My new friend is 
also a junior high school student, but she s from India.  Her name is 
Jasmine.  She lives in Mumbai, India.

Aki   Wow, India?   A 
Billy   I met her on the Internet.  Before I came to Japan three months ago, I 

started using social media to keep in touch with my friends in Canada.  
I like art and I often put my pictures on social media.  Two weeks ago, 
Jasmine found my pictures and sent me a message to tell me that the 
pictures were cool.  We have sent messages to each other.

Aki  Do you mean you have never met Jasmine?
Billy   That s right.  But we have sent our pictures to each other, too, so I know 

her face.  Look at this picture.  This is Jasmine.  We will meet next week 
because she will come to Japan.  I can t wait!

Aki   Well, I m afraid you should be more careful.  The Internet is open to 
anyone in the world.  There may be bad people ....   B 

Billy   Do you remember we took pictures at the school festival last month?  I 
sent one of them.  Look!  This is my favorite one.

Aki   How terrible!  The name of our school can be read in your picture.  The 
faces of the people around you are not hidden.  There is a lot of 
information about you in this picture.  You should not show such pictures.

Billy  I understand, but don t worry, Aki.  Jasmine is my friend s friend.
Aki  Your friend s friend?  What do you mean?
Billy   Well, my friend, Tom, studied in India last year, and he made friends 

with Jasmine then.  Actually, I will meet not only Jasmine but also Tom 
next week.

Aki  Oh, I see.
Billy   I usually don t tell my real name or any personal information when I 

contact someone on the Internet.  For example, I sometimes play online 
games with people around the world.  I use an online name, not my real 
name.  And, I don t use a picture of my face.  I use a game character s 
face.

Aki   Social media is very useful and may help you to connect with your 
friends.  But not all the information on the Internet can be true.

Billy    C   We should learn about how to use the Internet and be careful 
when we use it.

  Mumbai  social media
  keep in touch with 
  hidden hide  personal information
  connect with 



  

 A  C 

 A  How did you become friends with her?

   What do you think about her?

   Have you ever been to India?

 B  When did you take pictures with Jasmine?

   What picture did you send to Jasmine?
   Where did you take pictures?

 C  I don t think so.

   I agree with you.
   Do you think so?

  That 

Jasmine is a junior high school student in India.

Billy has known Jasmine for two weeks, but he hasn t met her yet.

Billy and Jasmine have sent messages to each other.

Billy sent Jasmine his picture, and Jasmine sent hers to him.

What club does Billy belong to?

It is not necessary to be careful about the Internet because it is open 
to everyone.

When Billy plays online games, he uses his real name. 

Billy is going to meet Jasmine and Tom in Japan next week.

Billy sent Jasmine some pictures without any information about him.
Tom went to India to study last year and met Jasmine there.



  

 Last year, it was difficult to go out and enjoy 
shopping because of the virus.  So, shopping on the 
Internet has become more popular.  Last week, I 
received an item from an online shop by mail.  
W hen  I  open ed  the  box ,  I  saw something 
interesting.  There was some paper made of a lot of 
hexagons around the item.  It looked like a 
beehive.  I asked my father what it was.  He told 

me that the items wouldn t be damaged during the 
delivery because of the paper.  The paper works as a cushion.  I think there were 
things like balloons around the item in the box as a cushion before, but these 
days, hexagonal paper is often used.  But why are hexagons used, not triangles 
or squares?

 This hexagonal structure is called a honeycomb structure.   People 
thought of this idea from the beehive.  When bees build their houses, they want 
to make the rooms as large as possible with as little material as possible.  For 
example, if the shape of each room is a circle, there will be some space between 
the rooms, and the room will be smaller.  Also, the shape of a hexagon makes it 
stronger against impact.  This is why the walls of the beehive are so thin but 
they can hold heavy honey.

 In fact, we can find a lot of honeycomb structures around us.  For example, 
do you know that some cushions use the honeycomb structure?  They are so 
strong that they don t get broken when people sit on them.  Also, because the 
weight is spread thanks to the structure, when you sit down, you can feel like 

you are sitting on air!  Getting ideas from nature like this is called biomimicry.  I 
became interested in biomimicry when I first learned about the honeycomb 
structure.  I learned about biomimicry and tried to find examples of it around 
me.  The Biomimicry Chart shows some of them.  One example is a drone.  Have 
you ever used a drone?  A drone usually has four or eight propellers.  The design 
of its propellers came from the shape of a maple seed.  Maple seeds spin and fly 
a long distance because of its shape.

 When we have problems, we learn from .  Animals and plants living 
now have survived in nature for a long time.  In other words, they have changed 
in many ways to survive in difficult environments.  If we look at things in nature 
carefully, we may be able to find other good ideas and invent something new 
from these ideas.

 hexagon  beehive  hexagonal
 structure  material  impact
 thin  weight  drone
 propeller  maple seed  spin

honeycomb structure



  

 repel  adhesive tape  come off  
syringe

Biomimicry Chart

Biomimicry Chart biomimicry

A C

It can stick to something strongly.

We don t feel much pain.

It is strong enough to sit on.

It can move quickly and smoothly.

We can keep heavy things in it.

Product Idea in nature Good point(s)

drone They can fly a long distance.

 A 

umbrella It can repel water.

adhesive tape
 B 

It can come off easily.

syringe  C 



  

Biomimicry Chart

biomimicry
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Tennis Team

When From Monday to Friday

Where Tennis court

What 

 practice tennis
 have matches at the city court on 

weekends

 Even if you have never played 

tennis before, you can enjoy it!

 Club

When Wednesday and Friday

Where Tea room

What 

 learn how to make 
 sometimes eat Japanese sweets

 Some of the members join other 

clubs, too.

Photo Club

When Saturday or Sunday

Where Many places

What 
 take pictures

 go to parks, zoos, rivers, etc 

 You can use the cameras of our 
club.

Swimming Team

When June-September

 From Monday to Friday
 October-May

  Tuesday, Thursday and 

Saturday
Where Swimming pool

What 

 summer  swim at the school 

pool
 winter  run around the school

  swim at the city pool 

only on Saturdays

 We were the city champions last 
year.

Natural Science Club

When Friday
Where Science room

What 

 observe nature and make 

reports
 join a science contest every year

 If you are interested in science, 

our club is good for you!



  



  



  

 

I m afraid you have the wrong number.
Of course, you can leave a message.

Yes, he will call me in the afternoon. 

No, he hasn t.  Will you call him later?

I don t like coffee very much.
Do you want to drink coffee at home?

So you re thinking of buying it, right?

That s good.  How much is it?

It will arrive at  o clock.  It s better for you to take a train.

That was the last bus for today.  You have to walk to the main street 
and take another bus.

We ll get on the bus at : .  Then we ll arrive at Sakura Station  

by  o clock.

I m afraid she won t come.  She likes trains better than buses.

Around  o clock.  So you don t have to wait for me.

It s eleven thirty.  I have to leave now.

I d like a cheeseburger.  Why don t we go out for lunch?

OK.  I bought some eggs and milk at the supermarket.



  

She has a lot of friends in Singapore.
She studies Chinese history at the university.

She speaks both English and French.  

She came to Japan at the age of six.

At the south gate.
In Cute Animals Park.

In Savanna World.

Next to the shop.

Get up early.

Make .
Cook .

Take some medicine.

At : .

At : .
At : .

At : .



  


